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In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Patokallio (Finland), Vice-Chairman.

took the Chair.

The meeting was called to order at 3.25 p.m.

AGENDA ITEMS 49 to 65, 68 and 142; and 67 and 69 (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE ON ALL DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ITEMS

Mr. PAX (Democratic People's Republic of Korea): Allow me first to

congratulate Ambassador Elaraby of Egypt on his election as Chairman of this

important Committee. I am convinced that with his skilled diplomatic talent

and wonderful experience the Committee's work will ,be brought to a fruitful

conclusion.

My delegation takes this opportunity also to :.congratulate the other

members of the Bureau on their election.

Today in democratizing international relations and establishing a new

international order it is most important to oppose power politics and make

disarmament a reality. The cessation of the cold ~ar and changes in the

international situation have strengthened the will of the people of the world

for disarmament ~hile offering favourable circumstances for the solution of

disarmament issues. Justification of the arms race and armament as deterrents

to war is no longer a tenable argument.

Under these circumstances, multilateral, bilateral and regional

negotiations and efforts in the field of disarm~ent have been made recently

and some. progress has been achieved in that area. The agreement be~ween the

Russian Federation and the United States last June on deep cuts in strategic

arms is but one example.

However, although the cold war has ceased to be, the qualitative arms

race is continuing and more sophisticatednucleat weapons are being produced.
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(Mr. Pak, Democratic People's
Repub1ic of Korea)

The world is still under a nuclear threat. This shows that disarmament still

remains the first task of the international conununity in solving international

issues.

In recent years the interest of mankind has been focused on the issues of

the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and the total elimination of all

nuclear weapons around the globe in keeping with the present situation. T'he

lack of resul ts to date, compared with the afforts made by the international

community towards nuclear disarmament, requires all statesmen to think and act

more realistically.

In bringing about nuclear disarmament it is most important that the

nuclear Powers should be conscious of their special responsibility on this

issue and should have the political will to eliminate nuclear weapons

completely.

Today there is no reason whatsoever to possess nuclear weapons. Ihe

assertion that nuclear weapons should remain as a deterrent to war is

anachronistic and can only be interpretad as an intention to domínate the

world by relying on power politics.

Ihe primary goal of the international community is to abolish all nuclear

weapons, ban al1 nuclear tests and stop the development of new kinds of

nuclear weapons. It i5 no secret that the purpose of continuous nuclear tests

i5 to modernize nuclear weapons. The nuclear Powers are making él. mockery of

mankind by producing more delicate new nuclear weapons while reducing old

nuclear weapons. Whether or not the nuclear Powers ban nuclear tests could be

regarded as the criterion by whích to judge whether or not they have the real

political will to br íng about nuclear disarmament.
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(Mr. Fake Democratic People's
Republic of Korea)

The Government of our Republic supports the General Assembly resolutions

r~lated to the overall and complete ban on nuclear tests and holds that the

nuclear Powers should not ignore the efforts of the international community to

stop such tests.

The nuclear non-proliferation regime is an important means of dismantling

nuclear weapons and has made some contribution to preventing their

proliferation. But if it serves only to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons

to the non-nuclear-weapon States, while allowing nuclear tests and development

by nuclear Powers, it cannot contribute to realizing mankind's desire to

eliminate all nuclear weapons on Earth. We hold that the inequality of this

regime, which fails to prevent nuclear-weapons development by nuclear Powers

and which is used to exert pressure on non-nuclear States, should no longer be

allowed, and we consider that this is an impo'rtant question related to the

fate of the non-proliferation Treaty itself.

Another issue to be mentioned with regard to the fate of the Treaty is

the unusual fact that a country that possesses the technology for developing

nuclear weapons is acquiring more fissionable materials than it needs. The

world is watching with deep concern the fact that Japan is storing more

plutonium than it needs.

Nuclear disarmament, the complete dismantling of weapons of mass

destruction, including chemical weapons, and deep reductions in conventional

weapons are inevitable. An encouraging result of intEtrnational efforts to

abolis~ weapons of mass destruction is the noticeable progress that has been

made in negotiations on a treaty banning chemical wEtapons.

Despite claims that some progress on disarmament has been made in recent

years in negotiations between the super-Powers, the fact that arms transfers
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(Mr. Pak, Democ;:m;ic PeOJ!le's
Repqblic of Korea)

from developed countries to developing countries is iru:reaainq, in turn

exacerbating the arms race, gives ris6 to serious interl!'1ational concern. The

region,but ..aisoto the destiny of our nation.

technology to othe:t count:ties.

to inc:teasing transparency in international arms transfers only when it

be continued asa realisticmeasur-etoprevent arms races of all kihdsand to

the security of Asia and ,where huge' ar~ed'forc:es confrontea.C:b·othe'ralonq., the

necessary for disarmament andconfidence-buildinq, and we think that it should

control arms transfers. ~,' :We condder, howeve:t, tha't the" systemwilLcontribut:e

and related'equipment on Earth.

includes all types of, weapons of mass destruction .. including-nuclear weapons

At the forty-sixth session of the General AsseJnbly Members tot>!~ a great

interest in the question of arms t:tansfe:t,s, and 8:tesolu.tiontoestablisl1 a

Korean peninsula is important 'not only tp the' ,peace and security of the Asian

military demarcation line. The questign,oftiisarmiainent cm:dpeace on the

The attention of the international, communitY,isstill'focusedontl1e ",'

question of disa'x'mament on the Kgreanpeninsula, whose locatipn' is ",ital to'

Unit.ed Nations register system was adopted. We recognize that thiS system is

attention by labelling small countries :such asmi~eexportersof missiles,

even though they themselves are exporting weapons worth billions ofdolla:tlio

main ringleaders in the export of arms are trying to divert international

We do not expo:tt missiles, and we oppose the transfer ofmissilesormi~sile

In pa:t,ticula:t, the "ferV'ent·'~ish.'ofc,:the 'Korean,pe-opl,e,:(orreunifi'CatiGn,

which grows with each passing-day/makes it>apX'imarytask,whi,(:h ib:rooksj10

delay, to realize disarmament and ensu:te peace on the Kox-eanpenins\lla.,
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(Mr. Pak, Democratic People's
Republic of Korea)

Because of its ardent desire to open the way to peaceful reunification of

the country. the Government of our Republic made comprehensive disarmament

proposals which include the Declaration of north-south non-aggrassion. the

conclusion of a peace treaty between the Democratic People's Republic of Korea

and the t!nited States. deep cuts in armed forces of the north and south to a

defensive level of less than 100.000 and. in parallel with this. withdrawal of

United States armed forces from south Korea in stages. The Government has

made patient efforts to this end.

The realizati~n of disarmament on the Korean peninsula depends on how the

leaders of Korea. north and south. are conscious of their important

responsibility to the nation and how they try to shoulder this responsibility.

In this connection. the effectuation of the Agreement on Reconciliation.

Non-Aggression. Cooperation and Exchanges between the north and the south and

the Joint Declaration on the Danuclearization of the Korean Peninsula shows

our nation's will to create the conditions for reunification by realizing

disarmament by the force of national independence. This is an inevitable

result of the fervent desire for reunification of the entire Korean people. a

desire that grows day by day. and a great victory achieved in the course of

the common struggle of the north and the south to bring aLout the three

principles of national reunification.

The Eighth North-South High-Level Talks held in Pyongyang last month

resulted in annexed agreements on the joint committees in various fields. and

therefore the joint committees were able to begin their work. One was the

North-South Joint Military Committee. which began work following the adoption

of an annexed agreement on the implementation and observance of the

"North-South Non-1I.ggression" part of the nor':.:h-south Agreement. T~e annexed

- ~--~-----~------- --~-o-----~- -'- I
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(Mr. Pak. Democratic.:; People's
Republic of Kore2)

agreement on implementation and observance consists of six chapters, the first

four being: Chapter 1~ "Non-use of arms"; Chapter 2, "Peaceful settlement of

disputes and prevention of accidental armed conflict"; Chapter 3, "Dematciation

line and districts of non-aggression"; and Chapter 4, "tnstallationand

operation of military hQtline".

Since the North-Sou~h Joint Military Committee is in operation for tbe

realization of non-aggression, the legal system a'Qd. apparatus" to ease and put

an end to the military confrontation on the Korean peninsulabavebeea

established; therefore there can be no reason for an arms race between'the

north and the south. This is the starting-point for the realization of
disarmament. We will make every effort to carry out the annexed. agreement to

implement and observe the Declaration on non-aggression.

It is important fo1." implementation of the north..;.south Aqreemeut that'all

countries concerned respect it and create circUmstances favourable fotits

implementation in conformity witb the efforts,()f the north and the south.

Historically the Korean question has been linked to international relations.

Therefore, the other countries concerned shoult": pay due attention to the

efforts of the north and the south to carry out the north-south'Agreement.

Since the north and south have affirmed that they will not invade each 'other,

what is called "deterrence to southward invasion" - theUnit.ed States excuse

for stationing troops in South Korea - is no longer necessary, and the

withdr,awal of United States troops has become therequirementofourtlme. If

the United States rejects this demand, it may be considered as an indication

that it does not recognize the non-aggression Agreement, and consequentlyinay

destroy the atmosphere of confidence between the north and the south created

by its adoption.
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(Mr. Pat, Democratic People's
Republic of Korea)

The di~continuation of large-scale military exercises on the Korean

.eeninsula and in its vicinity is an urgent element in the creation of a

favourable atmosphere for the implementation of the north-south Agreement.

Last August, the joint military exercise "Focus Lens 92" was staged on the

Korean peninsula by the United States and south Korea.

At the "24th South Korea-United States Annual Security Meeting", which

was held recently in Washington, the United States and tha south Korean

authorities "agreed in principle" to resume the "Team Spirit" joint mi.litary

exercises next year. Such provocative military manoeuvres cannotb~t.be

considered as an intentional act aimed at hampering the process of peace and

reconciliation on the Korean peninsula, and at blocking the process -of

north-south dialogue.

Judging from the fact that 'the "Team Spirit" military raanoeuvres were

suspeDded before the inspection of our area by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA), it is all the more unjustifiable for them to be resumed at a

time when nuclear inspection is under way.

The United States should not follow the power policy of the c::old-war

era. In line with the changed new situation it should stop interfering in the

Korean question and, further, should take practical steps that would be

conducive to the implementation of the north-south Ag~eement, rather than

disturbing it.

The realization ofth9 denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, which

is under the actual threat of ntlclear weapons, poses a prime task. In

accordance with the Joint Declaration on the Denuclearization of the Korean

1
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Peninsula, the north and squth es·tablished~dpu.t i~t() operationthtl

Nuclear Control Committee to discuss practical. issues.~for the de31uQleaJ:'i,zatfon

of ene Korean peninsul3., and they ar~nowdismJ'~siXlqthsannexed agreell\e.t&lld

inspectioXl requlations on implfJme,ntation OftheJOin~ De~l~;ati~n. .' I~:'~;aer .....

to imp~emeDt the Joint Declaration, it is important to inspeCt tb$~nit~d
.', ,~.
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States nuclear w~apons and bases in south K~rea.

We have declared time and again that we have ,no Xluclea:rweapQns"J),0r

'-."'-,.'

If the United States n~cleaX' WEtaf.ons a.ndbal$es <ins.Cluth~J.:sa.are

~Terified through inspections, .the denuclearizationof thE! K9rean peninsula

States and the south Korean ~uthorities to inspection of th$.¥nited States·

nuclear. weapons and basea .. in South lt9rea, tlie .. raqulatioJl,s r~gardiXlq.i'l1~peC;:it19u

have not yet be~n adopted.

It is regrettable, however,. that owing to the oppos~tiCin of the United.

have we any intention of makin~ them or ;my cnpabi-lity forooi2,19 .so. The

honesty of the peaceful nuclear policy of the Govermnent~f.ourRepublic and
:,i'

the will for denucleariz&tion.have already bee~ prov~~by, oUr ratifica~io~o~

the safeguard~ agreement ralj .three rounds of ad hoc I~A inspeetions. The

so-called suspicion of our nuclear development is fading away.

Quite recently it was revealed that.an ~der.gr.ound stor~~e place! foZ'

United States nuclear weapons was builtini:h$ mountain area of squth

. . ,. ',' ,,~--' '.:, ., "::'_! -.' "-'- '<~:':,-' " -' -,>:'.: ,", -- - '- '.:".

will be realized. nenucleaJ: issue of theKoreanpeJ1tnsUl.~·~dt~.he.nU~lea~,

suspicion that remainunr$solved arise from the depl01'Jl!ent ofUD.ited,St~tes

nuclear weapons· in south Korea.
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(Mr. Pak. pemocrati~ People's
Republic of Korea)

Korea and that there exists a United States nuclear submarine base in Jinhae,

south Korea, to which many United States nuclear submarines, loaded with

nuclear weapons, have frpquent access. This causes us to have Much suspicion

about the sincerity of their announcement of the non-existence uf United

States nuclear weapons in south Korea. Therefore, it is obvious that the

settlement of the nuclear issue on the Korean peninsula requires an overall

inspection of the United States nuclear weapons and bases in south Korea.

However, the United States and south Korean aulhorities are refusing to

open to the public all United States nuclear weapons and bases in South Korea

and to agree to their inspection, and are insisting on·"mutualinspection of

the same numbers" and "challenge inspection" and are busily advertising them.

As for the inspection of ordinary military bases, this has nothing to do

with the issue of the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula. On the

contrary, it is an i~tarnal mattet that should be dealt with in the

North-South Joint Military Committee established under the north-south

Agreement,

The new "scenario" of the United States and southlCorean auth~rities

makes us believe that their purpose is to avoid the overall inspections of the

United States nuclear weapons and bases in south' Korea, :frustrate 'the

improvement of north-south relations by placing artificial obstacle~ in the

way of north-south dialogue, and continue to pursue the policy of

confrontation that will lead the situation of the Korean peninsula into

confrontation.

We are of the view that if the south Korean authorities are ~ruly

interested in bringing about the denuclearization of the Korean peninSUla,

they sh
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will only have a nf;lqa.tive effect to the settlement C>fthe<nuclear issue on the

Kor~an ~~rii:nsl1la.

,.
relations have gone through profound changes(ili the past few years. The

accept'the inspections which are ~ntenaedto verify them.

It is our expectation that the United St£:.~es;which is' respo118ibl£~;fo.r'

originating the nuclear issue on the Itorean peninsula'; should' no l;ong.e~

interfere in the Xorean question. It Should'modifyits'policytowe,rds 1(01''-'

in keeping ~iththe changed situation and should. take measures to accei\t 'the

inspection of' i t~ nuclear' ~eapoxis andba~es iD,' southXorea instead'oftryinq

to make false charges under the pretext of 'the,wprinciple of mutual inspection '

of the same JiUJllbers" and "chi:illenge inspection","

At the same time, we believe thatdlle attentlonshou.ld be paid to, the

fact thataitye.ttempts to lnterfere'ln'the internal aff8.1rsoftheKorean

nation in 'pursuit of' some 'political purpose and to itripose unilateral pressure

(Mr, Pak-e Democrotic People' s "
Republic of lorea.) ;,t; ,

they shoUld take an independent stand free from outside forces," t.alc" a '
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d.ecisiv~step to open the United States nuclear- bases in South iCorea'~ and

On the basIs of the filiiaamentalideal ~f its forei,gnpolic:y

indepe~dence, ~ea.ceand'·friexidship~·the:DemocriiticPeople's ',Re~11blic ,of ,Korea

ispaYi~gclose'attentionto" the~ealizaHonofdisarmament and the

dismantlinqof annucl~lArweapohsand,()tb~iweap()Jisof'mass destructi01l10n

our plan~t,

My'deieqationbeHevElsthat.'t:hla deliberations' ontha items brOught up

for discussion in thisComnlitt.ee,wil1,helptofaC:i.litat~t;hedisa~mament

l:Jrocess '!:nconformity' with the cha»ged lnternatio#al" situation.

Mr. AIc~IN(Turkey): The framework and substanceofinterriational
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(Mr. Ak§in, ~rkey)
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cold war has come to an end. The international landscape characterized for so

long by ideological confrontation and nuclear stalemate has been dramatically

altered, making it possible to eBtablish new and cooperative patterns of

and challenges, which in effect determine the main body of our current

agenda. ~ese momentouB developments have made it possible to settle a number

cold-war era. The prospects for disarmament and arms limitation as key

instruments for qreater security have improved considerably.

religious and territorial disputes, as well as resurgent nationalism that had

of conflicts which derived directly from the policies of confrontation of the

long been suppressed under the old bipolar structure have now come to the

integrity of the republics of former Yugoslavia, as well as developments in

surface, creating new tensions, crises and armed conflicts. Two years after

the Gulf crisis, the aggression aqainst the sovereignty and the territorial

the Trans-Caucasus, serve as stark reminders that the creation of a new world

will not happen by itself. The responsibility for the maintenance of peace

and security, as well as for the creation of a better world based on legality,

justice and cooperation, rests with the Members of our Organization. Let us

also remind ourselves that while the process of change has its ~wn momentum,

the positive results that we seek will be attainable only if we succeed in

managing·. this mom!'lntum.
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(Mr. Ak~in, Turkl!)

Although Europe is still not immune to armed conflicts. as is painfully

evident in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the positive trend in the process of a~s

control and security-building has become clearly discernible in the last few

years. We must pursue ~is process with renewed vigour.

The Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) constitutes a

co~nerstone of future European security•. With. its full array of measures for

reductions in convention91 armaments and its far~reaching verificationreqime,

and complemented b~ the CFE lA agreement on personnel strength of conventional

armed forces in Europe, this Treaty, the 1!)90 and 1992 Vienna Docwnentson

confidence- and security~buildingmeasures, and the C~arter of Paris are

documents that attest to the ending of the cold war and·the beginning of. a new

era of security partn~rship for that continent.

Turkey welcomes the a.greement reached at the Helsinki Summit in July 1992 ,

to apply the CFE Treaty provisionally. Turtey has already ratified the Tre~ty

and looks forward to the early completion of the ratiflcation process.

Turkey welcomes the decision tatea at the Helsinki Summit to establish a

Conference onSe~urity and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) forum for security

cooperation. New negotiatio.ns on disarmament. and conf1dence- and

, • ...., I

I
· ()

I
I
j,

securi~y-buildingto be undertaken within theoverarchinq framework of. that

forum will play a crucial role in ~Jihancinq the securitydimenZ;;ioA. oftl1e. new

European order •. Negotiations on new security- and confidence-building

measures and astructured~iia~oqueon"ider security is:;ues will J;.fJ an

integral part of this process. As in the past, Turkey will con.tb""Je to play

an .active role in ach~eving .. early and,concrete resu:Lts .representedi~~easures

that seek lower levels of forces •. increased< transp~rency and mUlt.ifa.c:eted

military cooperation.
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In the area of nuclear weapons, we commend the leadership and vision

demonstrated by President Bush and President Yeltsin when they reached an

agreement at the Washington summit last June to bring the number of deployed

warheads well below the levels of the Treaty on the Reduction and Limitation

of Strategic Offensive Arms (START Treaty). The agreement also provided for

the el~mination of all United States and Russian land-based intercontinental

ballistic mis~ililes (ICBMs) with multiple warheads. The Lisbon Protocol to

the START Treaty, which enabled Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine to become

parties to the Treaty, was another major achievement in the field of nuclear

disarmament, which we welcome.

In the area of nuclear non-proliferation~ there have been very positive

developments over the last year. The accession of France and China to the

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons .(NPT) was a historic step

in the consolidation of the nuclear non-proliferation regime.

We welcome the accession of South Africa to the NPT and the undertaking

of Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine to become parties to the Treaty as

non-nuclear-weapon States i~ the near future. The adherence of the five

permanent members of the S~curity Council, which are also the five declared

nuclear-weapon States, will significantly enhance the stature and further

strengthen the universality of the Treaty, at a time when this Committee is

beginning preparations for the NPT Conference to be held in 1995.

We conside~ the NPT a key m~ltilateral disarmament agreement. By

reducing considerably the risk of nuclear war, the NPT has made a significant

contribution to international security and arms~control efforts. As a party

tu the NPT, Turkey holds the view that strict adherence to Treaty provisions,

by both nuclear and non-nuclear parties, is of vital importance. At the NPT

~
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(Mr. AkJin, Tu£klY)

Conference in 1995, contracting parties must explore all avenues that would

give the Treaty greater effectiveness, including the option of an indefi~ite

extension. Such a decision should be coupled with steps to develop f~rther

the Treaty's verification regime and efforts to promote universal adherence.

The declining trend in the number ~f nucleax-weapon tests continued in

1991. The moratoriums on nuclear testing adopted by the Russian and French

Governments for the year 1991 and the decision of the United States Governmen~

to impose a nine-month moratorium are all welcome developments which pave the

way for a total ban on nuclear testing.

The chemical-weapons Convention, which we hope will receive overwhelming-

support in the General Assembly, isa historic milestone in the field of

disarmament. Indeed, it is the first global, multilateral disarmament

agreement which not only bans a. whole category of weapons of mass destruction .

but. with its effective ve.-ification reg1me allowing on-site inspections, also

aims to eliminatA existing arsenals and prohibit the pr9du~tion of new ones.

I take this opportunity to congratulate the members of the Conference on

Disarmament on the success of their long-running efforts. In this context, we

pay special homage to Ambassador von Waqner of Germany, who, as ChaIrman of

the Ad Hoc Committee, played a pivotal role in achieving this outcome.

In the light of recent events in its region, Turkey strongly:supports the

chemical-weapons Convention and is preparing.to be among theoriqinal

\
. .-; .~tit.t r

signatories. We call on all States Members of the United NatioDs ..to sign and

ratify this important doa'~ent, which we are convinced will make a substantia!

contributi~n to peace and cudty. Turkey welcomes the est~lishmezi.t ef "the
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(Mr. AkJin. Turkey)

Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons in The Hague. We intend

to make an active contribution to the important work with which that

organization will be entrusted.

The successful conclusion of the chemical-weapons Convention should give

new impetus to the work of the Conference on Disarmament. This is an

opportunity to pause for reflection on some important aspects of the

Conference's work. We consider ~hat this is the right time for that body to

re-examine its composition, agenda and methods of work. We are gratified that

the current President of the Conference on Disarmament, Ambassador Servais of

Belgium, is carrying out c~nsultations on these important issues.

It is our strongly held view that' the Conference on Disarmament should

recognize the profound changes that have taken place in world politics and the

necessity to adjust its priorities tQ these changes, which would mean

restructuring and redesigning its agenda. It should aim to devise a sharper

focus on its more pragmatic objectives in order to address issues of immediate

security concern to all States. In the course of this process, the

c')mposition of the Conference also merits deep reflection. The radical and

far-reaching develop~ents taking place in the world compel us to look for much

wider participation and burden-sharing in the Conference so as to reach the

objective of working out comprehensive disarmament programmes with more

universal participation. Defending the status quo in that body will not be a

satisfactory response. Instead of limiting the number of participants in the

negotiation process in the name of efficiency and effectivenass, we have to

devise ways to open up the Conference on Disarmament to all members of the

~

I
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With respect to the programme of work for 1993, priority should be given

international community that are prepared to contribute to ~ts important

work. Universal adherence will best be achieved withi~ the framework of

open-ended bodies.

to uuclear!1on-proliferation,with due emphasis on reinforcement of

armaments. At a time when the ris~ of the uncontrolled spread of· nuclear. arms

international norms, comprehensive nuclear test bans and transparencw in

and technology is on the rise, preventive measures thateffectively~etcarand

... ---~---. .
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when necessary penalize that sprea.d require OU7;urgent attent~on.

On transpa.rency in armaments, we .believe. thatthework.of·the ad hoc

coJilltlittee that we hope will be established in the very ne£lr future will be

facilitated by drawing on the' definitions carefullyel~or~tedin~eCFE

Treaty and the two Vienna Doc;umentson security-buildiJ1gmeaiSures.
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the cO'llpositicn, agenda and working methods of the Conference. That would be

President of the Conference to undertake a wide-ranging exchange of views on

meeting of interested States Members of the United Nations be convened by th~

Turkey has traditionally supported the concept of transparency in

to address effectively and urgently the core issues. Priority, in our view,
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an excellent starting-point.

While we appreciate the need for some conceptu.l work, this should not

should be given to the elaboration of concrete arrangements which would permit

the international community to better monitor international arms transfers and

distract us from taking a praqmatic approach which would enabl~ the Conference

thus achieve a greater degree of transparency.

(Mr. Aksin, Turkey)
~

military matters, which it considers an important component of efforts aimed

On the futu~e of the Conference on Disarmament, we support the suggestion

made by the Australian delegation that during this session of the Committee a

at building confidence and reducing unpredictability at a regional as well as

universal level. We supported from the very outset ·the establishment of a

participated in its implementation. In the same vein, Turkey has supported

standardized United Nations annual reportin?, system on military budgets and

the establishment of the United Nations Register of Conventional Arms and

looks forward to its effective implementation in 1993. We welcome the report

brought about a consensus among a wide geographic range of countries.. The

submitted by the Panel of Governmental Experts and commend the efforts which

Panel has prepared a standardized format to be used by States for submission

of required data, agreed on definitions for the categorie~ of equipm~nt and,

most importantly, discussed the modalities for an early expansion of the

Register. Turkey holds the view that only by a widening of its scope to
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include procurement from national production-ca.nthe Register-:be-transfQrmed

into an effective and truly non-:'disc:dminatory instrument whichthere1evant.- "

resolution has prescribed.

The politicaldeveloplllents of the last two years haveam:l?lydemonstrat.ed

the importance of rel1ional arms" control "a.nd disarmament efforts<to buttress

the global quest to enhance si::abilityand security.

Although arms control and other secu:dty-bllilainqendeavours have been"

largely limited so far tothosein'Europe,there isa l?ressingneed to broaden

the scope"of these efforts to embrace other 'regions of" f:he" wqr1d.

In this context, the Middle Ea.st i1:l0f particularirnportance' foriny,·

country.

In the aftermath of the Gulf crisis, internat.ional attention" has focused-

on halting the proliferation of all kinds of weapons in the Middle East ''While"

recognizing the legitimate need of everySt.ate"todefenditself~

The search"for a new securitystructuteand measures~n"theMiddleEa.st.

with a view to promotinl1peace in the reqion should>a:ima.t"establishing

stability and security at the lowest possible level of rrtilit.aryforces. The

divergent interests and different priorities of the reqionalPowers and the

complexities of the political landscape"of the reqionmakeanatrns~ontr61-

process a difficult undertakinq. But the prospects for acnievinqiJ;.no-are

better than ever. We view the Middl( last peace conferenceasan'h3.st.oric

opportunity for findinq a ;tastinq solution to-the Palestin:ianissue"cmdthe>

Arab-Israeli conflict, based on Security Council resolutions 242"(1961) and

338 (1973). Within the framework of the multilateral dimension" of-the,'

conference and as a complell,ent to the bilateral neqotiat.ions, aworking-g-roup

has been formed to address arms control and reqional s,ecurity matters. Turkey
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(Mr. Aksin, Turkey)
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participates in the work of this group and has expressed its readiness to

share its experience with the regional countries in the strong:belief that

progress on arms control and confidence-building will make a substantial ;1
contribution to the success of the peace process as a whole. Drawing on the \,
successful results of the European enterprise on arms control and security

building, Turkey envisages a security structure for the Middle East that is

capable of adjustment to regional realities. It could be designed as a system

that moves in stages while it deepens and progressively becomes ~ore binding

as its rewards in terms of increased security become widely shared. This, we

hope, will provide a greater political incentive to take on the challenges of

the followinq stages of cooperation and integration.

We recognize the impeaiments in this process, but we are confident that

they are noe insuperable.

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that we support the efforts

towards the rationalization of the work of the First Committee with a view to

achieving more effective results on the basis of a leaner, more flexible and

streamlined agenda. Turkey stands ready to contribute in a constructive

spirit to these efforts and to the proceedings of the Committee.

Mr. RIVERO ROSARIO (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): On behalf

of the delegation of Cuba permit me to congratulate Mr. Nabil Elaraby on his

election as Chairman of tb" First Committee this year. We have had an

opportunity to work with hinl on many occasions in this Committee and in other

bodies, and are therefore confident that our work will lead to a productive

and successful conclusion.
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(M.l:..t.-Itivero RoSad"" Cuba)

We also congratul' ',e the other officer2 of the Committee who we are sure

will contribute to ~e smooth functioning of our work. The Cuban delegation

welcomes the delegations of the new States that, have recently become Members

of the Organization.

There is no doubt that a nUJrlbsr of events hav:~ occurred recent)y in the

process of disarmament and arms control which have had a positive impact on

the climate in which the work of thilil Committee is conducted and,

consequently, on the kind of decisions that will be taken.

Our responsibility in how we deal with the important items on our agenda

requires that we objectively analyse them and think ina balanced and

impartial way, avoiding undue optimism or a sanse of triumph to influence our

del.i.berations.

w to

and
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Let us put in p,ractice that transparency which is so much in vogue in all

our dealings. Let us recognize that much progress has been made but that we

are far from having reached our final goal - general and complete disarmament.

In the area of nuclear disarmament, significant steps have been taken as

a result of agreements and initiatives between the United States and the

Russian Federation which, when added to the commitments ~lready entered into

in the Treaty between the U~ited States and the USSR on the elimination of

their intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles (INF Treaty) and the

Treaty on the Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms '(START

Treaty), contribute to reducing the number of nuclear weapons and to their

elimination, as called for by the international community.

The commitments by tha States of the former Soviet Union that pos$ess

!4uclear weapons to move towards their elimination is also a positive step~

I
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I
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Although the threat of a world conflagration is now more remote, the

nuclear weapons remaining in the arsenals of those States that t;'A)!:s('ss these

diabolical wr1p~ns of mass destruction are more than enough to AestrJY our

planet many times over and therefore continue to pose a thrvat to manki~d.
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In my delegation's opinion, there is today no areument of any kind to

the cold war, but the cold war is ended, and ele~entary logic suggests that

those who still have nuclear weapons and continue to perfect them must stop

weapons and the policies of nuclear deter~ence. These polici@s emanated from

justify - as nuclear Powers would like to do - the existence of nuclear

(Mr. Riyero Rosario. Cuba)
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trying to make us victims of a policy that belongs to the past.

Even if, last year, there was no immediate agreement on a complete ban on

the testing of nuclear weapons, the moratoriums decided on by two nuclear

Powers and the position assumed by some of the others suggest that we should

take advantage of the fact that those cOllDtries have expressed the political

will that, along with the efforts a group of countries have been exerting for

a few years now, should make it possible to move towards achieving the

objective of the total and complete prohibition of the testing of nuclear

weapons. Hence, it seems reasonable to assume that next year the Conference

on Disarmament should not encounter any obstacle to the establishment of a

subsidiary body with the negotiation mandate required to deal with this

subject.

In the context of the nuclear items - which my country continues to feel

should have top priority - there is the question of safeguards against the use

or the threat of the use of nuclear weapons against States that do not possess

them. Even now there is a lack of such safeguards for those countries that

did not have them during the cold war.

In 1995 there will be a Conference that will have to take a stand on the

future of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. This

Committee will take a decision on the preparatory process in respect ~f that
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(Mr. Riyero RosariQ, Cuba)

CQnference. As is known, Cuba is not a party to the non-proliferation

Trea~y. Although we agree with the general objective - that it is necessary

to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons - we believe that, thrQugh

tho~ instrument, discriminatiQn is exercised with regard to the QbligatiQns of

the nuclear-weapon States and the Qbligations of the nQn-nuclear-weapQn

States. At the same time, the nQn-prQliferatiQn Treaty dQes not prQvide

guarantees concerning proper and full access for all States to the peaceful

uses of nuclear energy.

It is my delegation's opinion that if we are tQ achieve the universality

that all international instruments should enjoy we must take advantage Qf the

present situation to ensure that, within the framework of the PreparatQry

Committee and the Conference itself, there wi!l be a broad exchange of

opinions in which States that are parties to the Treaty and States that are

not parties will participate. The objective is to prevent proliferation and,

either through reformulating certain parts of the T~eaty or through including

an additional protocol, we must establish a fair balance of rights and

obligations, which must be equal for all States. Cuba declares its

willingness to take part in that exchange. WithQut abandoning our interest in

the adoption of a resolution that has the full support of all de1egatiQns, we

hope that the draft resolution with which we are presented will contain a

reference to the idea I have just mentioned.

No representative in this Committee is unaware of how important it is fQr

the international community and the cause of peace and disarmament that, after

many laars of negotiation, agreement has been reached on a draft convention
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that not only bans weapons of mass destruction of a certain type - I refer to

chemical weapons - but also makes provision for the destruction of such

weapons and of the facilities for producing them and for the establishment of

a delicate mechanism to ensure that the weapons will not be diverted from the

peaceful uses so necessary for economic and social development.

Cuba does not possess chemical weapons. It has come out', in favour 0,£

banning and totally eliminating all weapons of mass destruction~ arid it is

.
_1._'

LJ.

opposed to the use of chemical veapons. For Cuba, agreement on a corivention

to ban the chemical weapons that are already in the arsenals of some States

and to provide for verified destruction, without creating anydiscriminatic)J].

between States as to rights and obligations and witbc:iu€preisent:.ingobstacles

to the proper and necessary development of the chemicals industry, isamatt~r

of major significance. Mr. von Waqner has undoubtedly done outstanding'work

in this respect, for which he deserves our praise.

In our opinion the text that has been submitted to the GelleralAssembly'

by the Conference on Disarmament could have been made more comprehensive. My

delegation expressed its opinions to that effect in the'negotiatingbody~,

Nevertheless, our general evaluation is that the text is"acceptable.

The delegation of Cuba has joined the sponsors of draft resolution

A/C.1I471L.l and is prepared to take an active part in the Preparatory

Committee's consultations and 'negotiations concerning the fllturf!'regime,f:or

the banning of chemical weapons.

The exercise that the Conference on Disarmament carried out incolliJ,ection

with the item on chemical weapons confirms cleadyand undeniablytbatwben:'

States possess the necessary political will or there is no objective, no

matter how remote it may appear, that cannot be achieved. This fact leads us
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(~. Riyero Rosario. Cuba)

to the conlusion that, because of its multilateral nature, the Conference on

Disarmament is the body that can and should conduct negotiations on

disarmament matters, such as nuclear issues, which have implications for all

our countries. In saying that, however, we do not mean to take any importance

away from bilateral agreements reached by the nuclear Powers.

My delegation is prepared to participate in the exchanges of opinion with

regard to the negotiating body's agenda and proqrg~~ of work and to consider

whether items that have not yet been placed on tha agenda could be dealt with

in that forum. But any analysi~ that is t:arried out must take account of the

importance, indeed the priority, of nuclear issues. These issues continue to

command.the attention and concern of the international community, and although

they have been on the agenda for many years the efforts in respect of them

have not yet been crowned with success.

There is also the question of the membership of the negotiating body.

Here we must take into account the fact that several countries are interested

in becoming members and also that changes have taken place in the

international arena. One military alliance has ceased to exist, and changes

in political postures have resulted in ongoing accommodation ~f positions and

realignments.

The Secretary~General has presented us with a report on the study by the

panel of governmental technical experts on the question of tran~parencY in

armaments and the Register of Conventional Arms, whiCh was created last year

underresolutton 46/36 L. We thank. the experts who carried out this study.

Unde':tJ:aeleader~hipofthe Ambassador of the Netherlands, they reached full
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1

agreement on all the matters before them. This document contains numeroUS

recommendations and puts forward many considerations.

We take note of the study and of the recommendations that appear in the

report, and would make the point that we are beginning to see evolution ili the

Register in that it is being expanded. That evolution should be made even

broader, through the deliberations and activities of the new group of experts

and through the work being done along these lines by the Conference on

Disarmament.
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In this connection we wQuld like to point out that in our opinion the

list of topics which could be discussed relating to the future expansion of

the Register and which appear in the report are suggestions and the list is

not final, as there are after all certain questions which should still be

considered; to give just a few ezamples, we might mention national

We have all witnessed that progress has been made in the adoption of

If as the international community has said it is a primary goal of the

Everyone recognizes the close link between disarmament and international

Organization to guarantee international peace and security, then we must face

agreements on disarmament and arms control, just as we have also witnessed the

increasingly difficult economic situation of the so-called developing

production, the transfer of technology and the question of the transfer of

weapons of mass destruction.

by consensus at the United Nations Conference on the Relationship between

help us to solve the difficult fundamental economic and social problems being

countries. So there is an ~ven greater need for the action programme adopted

faced so dramatically by the developing countries.

Disarmament and Development to acquire a practical dimension, one that will

reality squarely and bear in mind that peace and security have as enemies not

just aggression and war but also poverty, disease, malnutrition, unemployment

and other scourges.

security and how both interact. In order to achieve the goal of peace and at

the same time move towards disarmament and the strengthening of peace and

international security, it is absolutely necessary fUlly to respect the

purposes and principles of international law and the United Nations Charter.

In partiCUlar we must respect the principle of non-aggression, the
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(Mr. Rivero Rosario, Cuba)

non-use or threat of use of force, non-interference in the internal affai~s of

States, and the peaceful settlement of disputes~

In spite of the end of the military ~~d political conf~ontationbetween

,]

I
I
1
j

East and West and the end of the so-called cold war, there continue to exist

certain policies and forms of conduct against developing countries that run

counter to the peace to which our peoples aspire.

Our country is an example of this. Not 011111' is part: of our national

territory being usurped as a result of thepresenceofam,j,litarybase iof the

United States against the win of our people anci Govermnentbut·, in addition;

we continue to be the victim of a criminal economic and financial))locki!.de.

that has existed for three decades and at present is becominqeveJl.JiltrongeJ;'

owing to the so-called Torricellilaw which, amongOtheJ:thingl\1,'V,3.<)lates the

sovereignty of third State~ byclaillling to invest its DraconianmeasutelS"i;i:,h

an extraterritorial character.

Also, there continue to be attempts at~rmedinfiltration·byterrQlt:'i.lSt.·

orqanizationsbased on United Statesterritorywhichquiteunabash",dly,aChnit

to their destabilizingpurposes,while they keep braodcastinq;subv~rsi",~.--

propaganda via radio and television in violation of·our-radio..,space.

It is clear that these activities lnno way contribute ~()ptoJ!l9tin9

confidance or to creatinq a climate·of international.peace·a119l\1ecurity.

Mr. •AUNG(Myanmar): I shoulci like., to begiJ1by extendiJlq to,.

Ambassador Elaraby of Egypt the warmest con9ratulationsof,th,e~YCl1Ul\al'.

delegation on his electionasChairman··of the FirstCol!U,!littEle •. ·,lJis·'V8lSt"

experience in disarmament affairs and his diplomatic s~i.c1,:ls:assu£"Elu~ot,e, , ....
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the discharge of their important duties.

well-deserved election and assure them of our full support and cooperation in

Mr. Ro~ert Mroziewicz, Under-Secretary of State of the Ministry of.. Foreign

We live in awodd of rapid tr!.insforma~ion. Since the Committee's last

Allow me to take this opportunity to express our deep appreciation to

devastating earthquake which struck Cairo recently resulting in the loss of

-.-._----------,. -- ._._-~~.... - -'~-- -_ ..~.- ...

It is with· sad,Dess that my delegation learned of Ue news of the
Committee last year.

Affairs Of Poland for the skilful manner in which he gui~ed the work of. the

fruitful session. Myanmar and Egypt have a long history of cooperation in the

AlC.l/47/PV.15
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Conference on Disarmament and in other international forums. May I assure him

that it will be the constant endeavour of my delegation to maintain that

(Mr. Aung. Myanmar)

tradition.

I wish also to cODgratulate the other members of the Bureau on their

many lives and causing ~xtensive damage to property. I ask Ambassador Elaraby

to accept our heartfelt condolences.

sessionl1lBnY changes" have' taken place and our world today differs markedly

from that which existed ~ven a few years ago. Time was when disarmament

negotiatioDs.were conducted under the ominous clouds ·of ·the-cold war. Today

our endeavours in the·' field' of disarmament are taking place in a dramatically

altered situation:. With the abandonment of the ideoloqical.postudnq of the

cold-war dec:ades\~< the world political climate has brightenedcons.iderably.

Throughout the.past,year·theend of the· cold war. continued to have a positive

impact on international: security and disarmament. TIlerehavebeenencouraging

signs that the· unbridled nuclear-arms race between the principal nuclear

i
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Powers has fina.lly been reined in. One welcome siqn is the June ~" =l2 ')"~

aqreement betw~en the united States and Russiatoreduce.,signiflC:ant;.lr theb"~

nuclear arsenals. Another is the decline in the nUmber of tests asa result'

of the unilateral moratoriums on nuclear testinqdeclared by France,. Russia ~.

and the United Stat~s. Progress on negotiatiorison aC()nventiollonCChemical

weapons too has been dramatic. Who could have 'predicted that in the f5.naJ."

stage of the long and complex n~gotiations on a Convention on cheinicalweapons

the Conference on Disarmament so ~uch'couldha~ebeenachievedinso<short'a

time and that we would have the Convention for consideratioD,'by,the'Comrnittee

at this session.

The positive trends of the past year in the fieldofinternati,onal

security and disarmament were facilitated by the clianq<!lld international

environment brought about by the end of the cold war. Thedemiseo£the'cold

war has made it possible for nuclear disarmament to Iltove 'forward. My

delegation feels that this is the time to make 'conscious efforts to

consolidate those gains and to ensure that the future world orderwil.lbe

peaceful and secure.

Nuclear-weapon States, particularly the principal ones; ··baveaspecial'

responsibility to undertake further steps to achieve nuclear disarmament.

the liqht of the political and milita~y' transfo~ationstakinCJP1.acein.Europe

and indeed in the world, a review of theirmilitary-techllologicalthinkinq is

a logicai step that should be pursued. ''.I!he'end of rival-tyandconfrontaticn

between the two power blocs makes c~mpletely senselessthehuqearsenalsof

nuclear and other weapons of massdestructiontha.tthey have acc~~Jnulateaov~r

the years~ Following the Second world War the growth in the nuclear
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weapons of mass destruction.

challenqe it "as perceived to be,_ doctrines that d()Jl'linatedmi.litary thouqht

that the Soviet Union has been dissolved and nO lonqerrepresents the

Appropriate -•. security, structures without nuclear weapon,s mu~t. be found to

replace tI1oseout~ate(ldoctri.nes.. The cold war is behind us. .It is time to

builcicommOI1'security by f~rst riejinq our world of nuclear weapons and

nuclear reta!iation,and nuclear deterrence was therebyborn.BQwever , now

of-the other.: Each:sidesouqht to holdth$otb.erinch$ck with the threat of

andplanninq throuqh()ta~.the colci~:war years have lostt11eir meanin'g.

of one super-Power was justified by the perceived threat of the expansionism
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collective will and not the narrow interests or predilections of a nation

or a group of nations. Any departure from those princip1es is bound to

be divisive and te detract from our efforts te construct a fair and

equitable internationa1 order. The time is ripe to examine whether the

constitutiona1 balance between the principal bodies of the Organization,

particularly between the General Assemb1y and the Security Council, is

being consistent1y maintained as envisaged in the Charter." (A/47/PV.24,

Itt..--ll)

We believe that, in the spirit of Article 24, the General Assembly cannot be

marginalized.

Turning to the disarmament items before the Cornmittee, the Myanmar

de1egation joins other delegations in welcoming the successful conc1usion oí

the negotiations on a chemical weapons Convention in the Conference on

Disarmament. We have befo re us for consideration the long-awaited draft

Cenvention for the total e1imination of one category of weapons of mass

destruction. A significant number of States, inc1uding my own, have sponsored

draft resolution A/C.l/47/L.l, which wil1 pave the way for the signing of the

Convention in Paris in January 1993.

The draft Convention is a consensus document that has been painstaking1y

put together. As such, it understandably does not ref1ect faithfu1ly the

preferred position of each and every party to the negotiations. Myanmar,

however, is firmly convinced that the text before us represents the best

compromise; that the Convention will enhance, rather than diminish, the

security of a11 States parties; and that to postpone the adoption of the

Convention wou1d on1y rob us of the opportunity to rid the wor1d of the

massive accwnu1ation of horrendous weapons of mass destruction stockpiled in
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As my Foreign Minister declared in his statement tomany parts of the globe.

i
I
I
!

I
,j

J

the General Assembly:

"As a country chat neither possesses nor manu~actures those weapons of

mass destruction, nor has any intention of acquiring them in the future,

we welcome the convention and intend to become an original signatory."

(A/47/PV.24. p. 74-75)

The conclusion of the draft chemical-weapons Convention is in~ont~stable proof

that a whole category of weapons of mass destruction Can effectively be'

outlawed if States that possess them and States that seeltto obtain ,them have

the political will to accept a universal ,and eg;uitablet~eaty.

In our view, the Conference on Disarmament should next focus its,

attention on nuclea~ disarmament; particularly on achieving the long-sough~

comprehensive test-ban treaty. Nuclear-testingmoratori~sde!:laredby

France, Russia and the United States are important steps, and we hope that th~

present impasse in the Conference on Disarmament over the issue ofa

negotiating mandate for an Ad Hoc Committee on a Nuclear Test Ban eanbe

overcome before the Conference resumes its work in 1993.

We note with satisfaction the announcement by President Yeltsin three

days ag~ that Russia will extend its unilateral moratorium until July 1993,

We hope others will follow that good example, paving the way for aqlobal

regime banning nuclear tests in all environments for all time. The

justifications given for the continuation of nuclear testing have never been

persuasive, and ara today less convincing than ever. My delegation continues

to believe firmly that a comprehensive test-ban treaty is an indispensable

step towards a saner world - a world without nuclear weapons.
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The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) is a

fundamental instrument for preventing the spread of nuclear weapons. Recent

accession to that Treaty by a number of States. including the Peopla's

Republic of China and France. further enhances the Treaty's effectiveness.

That all five permanent members of the Security Council are now States parties

to the non-proliferation regime augurs well for the 1995 NPT review conference.

The progress in the field of nuclear disarmament - implementation of the

In' Treaty. the signing of tile START Treaty and the agreement by the principal

nuclear Powers to reduce their nuclear arsenals - is reassuring. Since 1965.

when Myacmar joined other 8 ..ates in proposing the NPT. we have sought an

acceptable balance of mut~al obligations between the nuclear-weapon and

non-nuclear-weapon States. Now that the principal nuclear-weapon States are

demonstrating their resolve to disc~arge their obligations under Article VI of

the non-pr;o:\}iferation Treaty. the Myanmar Government has decided to accede 'Co

the Treaty as stated by my Foreign Minister in his statement to the General

Assembly on 5 October 1992.
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The risk of proliferation - both hori2ontal and vertical - remains a

serious concern of the international cornmunity. We hope that nuclear-weapon

and non-nuclear-weapon States will work together to buttress the present

regime by strengthening the incentive for universal adherence by Member States

to the principIe of non-proliferation ol nuclear weapons. The Review

Conference on the non-proliferation Treaty, scheduled for 1995, should offer

us a good opportunity to do so.

Recent transformations in the international political climate and the

dissolution of military blocs should make it possible for the international

community to make sorne progress in finding means to develop effective

arrangements to ensure the security of non-nuclear-weapon States against the

use or threat of the use of nuclear weapons. The ultimate assurance would be

the complete elimination of nuclear weapons. However, pending that effective

measure, the non-nuclear-weapon States must be given credible assurances,

through legally binding guarantees, by the nuclear-weapon States against the

use or threat of the use of nuclear weapons. Such a step would promote global

security. We we1come the agreement in the Conference on Disarmament to

reestablish the Ad Hoc Committee on this important question at the beginning

of the 1993 session.

Bilateral and multilateral approaches to disarmament complement each

other and should be pursued simultaneously with a view to promoting our common

goal.

The priority we rightly place on nuclear, chemical and other weapons of

mass destruction cannot, and should not, deflect our attention from the

growing threat posed to international peace and security by conventional

weapons. Since the Second World War there has been an almost unbroken

~
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chain of international armed conflicts fought with conventional weapons,

resulting in untold suffering and destruction. Some of these conflicts and

crises even brought the world to the brink of nuclear dlsaster. The Gulf War

clearly demonstrates the awesome destructive power of present-day conventional

weapons, particularly those that use sophisticated technologies, and shows the

magnitude of the human suffering resulting from their use. The international

community must give serious attention to the threat posed to the world by the

excessive and destabilizing build-up of those weapons, the perpetuation of

th

It

in

th

conflicts and threats and acts of intervention by some States.

The United Nations Register of Conventional Arms has now been established

with a view to promoting transparency in armaments. The success or failure of

this new venture will depend on the universal cooperation of Member States.

This will require that it be fair and non..;discriminatory. The subj.ect of arms

transfers is a broad one. The situation is complex, and a variety of factors,

domestic and international, need to be taken into,accovnt. We believe that

real reduction in military outlays and weapons procurement can be achieved

with the easing of local ~ensions and the peaceful settlement of disputes. To

that end, nations need to be left to themselves to resolve their domestic or

bilateral problems, free from external interference.

Every nation has the sovereign right to determine its, own defence needs.

The v~~t majority of States lack indigenous defence industries and are

dependent on imports to meet their legitimate self-defence needs. For some of

those small and medium-sized States their predicament is sometimes compounded

by threats to their 'security by terrorist groups whose intent is inimical to
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The meeting rose at 4.45 p.m.

Before adjourning, I call cn the Secretary of the Committee.

The CHAIRMAN: I shall convey to Mr. Elaraby the words of condolence

The positive trends in the field 'of disarmament are significant and

Mr. KHERADI (Secretary of the Committ.ee): I should like to inform

(Mr. AUPCltJ HyamnU,)

A/C. 1/471PV.15
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resolution A/C.1I471L.1, entitled "Chemical and bacteriological (biological)

expresse~ by the representative of Myanmar with respect to the recent disaster

the Committee that the Niger has become one of the sponsors of draft

weapons".

provide the much-needed impetus to the disarmament negotiations and a fresh

in Egypt.

crowned with success.

this Co~~ittee, my delegation is confident that our deliberations will be

sense of purpose. With the rationalization of the work beinqundertaken in

in a balanced and comprehensive manner g taking fUlly into accoun~ the

legitimate security needs of Member States.

the national interest and whose acquisition of illegal arms goes unchecked.

It is of paramount importance therefore to address the issue of ~s transfers
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